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About

this
white paper

Phishing attacks are on the rise,
encouraged by the growing use of pay
by link solutions in messaging and
WhatsApp communications.
The trend towards use of Pay by Link in the apps
created by financial services companies flies in
the face of data security advice penned for a
decade; it’s contrary to the ‘don’t click on
links you are unsure of’ mantra that Chief
Information Security Officers (CISOs)
have been repeating when and wherever
they can. Why is it happening? And is
there an alternative?
We’ve been talking to some of the UK’s
leading information security and fintech
IT experts to get their perspectives.

Sponsored by

‘Nothing in life is certain but death and taxes,
and what is tax if not yet another bill payment?’
Peter Cornforth, Operations Director—Answer Pay
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1Three

in ten consumers have

experienced some form of
cybercrime – such as a malware
or virus infection, email or social

3

in

10

media account hacking, or credit
card fraud – in the past 12
months. However, this has risen
to six in 10 using one or more
online service that has been
breached in a cyberattack – a
group sometimes referred to as
“The Walking Breached”.

Google ‘pay by link’ today and you will
see a series of ads and promos from
tech suppliers offering pay by link
services, responding to a growing
consumer trend; the result of people
wanting to use their smartphones as
their primary device to run their lives,
including their money transfers.
“Payment Link - Brilliant new way to get
paid,” says one provider.
It’s an odd trend that seems to fly in
the face of information security advice.
Scroll down that Google page and you
won’t see a single rebuke from industry
regulators, nor any impassioned pleas
to see sense from information security
professionals. Nothing. Not a jot.
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A
fundamental

security
flaw
There is a fundamental security flaw
with pay by link. Recipients are asked
to click on a link that could be a fake,
taking them to an undisclosed web
page operating in the no-man’s-land
outside the security protections.
It is in this common backdoor area
where hackers can install phishing
attacks, to persuade legitimate users
that their interventions are
authentic.
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Has the world
gone
mad?
Ask your information security officer about the efficacy of
sending customers links without first authenticating their
identity, and they’re likely to give you one of those looks. We
all know, clicking on unsecured links is an infosec taboo. So,
why are some financial services providers even considering
this option?
Phil Cracknell, an 8-time CISO and former Cabinet Office
Cyber Security Lead, finds this new trend alarming. “What
are customers meant to believe—when they’ve being told not
to click on links in emails for years, now to be advised by
their bank or supplier that it’s okay to click on links when
providers make the re-quest on SMS or WhatsApp?”
Let’s take a step back.
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“

Check-in to the Barclays Technology
Campus in Radbroke, England, or
Whippany, New Jersey and you’d be
forgiven thinking that you’d stepping into
the offices of a tech startup. Banks today
have become appdev centres.
In a 2speech at the Barclays Digital
Conference 2016, Jes Staley, Barclays bank
CEO, signposted a seed change in the
banking industry when he stated, ‘In many
ways, Barclays is a technology company
with a balance sheet and regulators.’

It’s a chicken and egg argument; whether consumer demands for greater choice
and personalisation of services is driving demands for innovation, or whether these
market changes come as the result of supplier efforts to gain a competitive edge by
offering digital services.
Whichever side of this argument you land on, there is a huge behavioural shift
happening in the financial services industry. Customers want to use their mobiles to
transact their lives, anytime, anyplace and anywhere. As the result, every financial
services company has become (as 3McKinsey and Co. puts) an Innovation Factory.
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INNOVATION
imperative

“

5Eight

out of ten banks expect real-time payments to drive
revenue growth and displace payment cards over time. Realtime payments create demand for a new wave of real-time
payment hub investments for 43 percent of providers.

Banks know they need to innovate to keep up with changing audience demands.
This leads to significant investments in data integration technologies, including
APIs. Banks reporting a clear strategy for developing APIs have increased in
number.
The rise in popularity of ‘pay by link’ solutions has been amplified by a continuing
global growth in Consumer digital demand. The last 18-months has seen an
acceleration of already developing trends towards increasing convenience for
consumers through Digital—and especially mobile—means.
This is catalysed by a tech industry context whereby consumer devices are more
powerful, yet progressively commoditised with each release. This always-on
470

Over
percent of banks are
willing to open their APIs to third
party developers. At 79 percent,
European banks had the most
proactive mindset, followed by Asia
at 74 percent, and the Americas at
66 percent.

connectivity is increasingly abundant through new communications protocols
such as 5G. How to request a payment from never offline mobile users is a
problem that’s a small part of a bigger problem.
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The devil
in your
phone

“

The most common attack
vectors are:
• Phishing emails

Link attacks happen when

• Malware

computer users inadvertently click

• Unpatched vendor
software.

on a web link, setting off a series of
events that can result in a breach.
The most perilous links appear with
appropriate credentials such as the

• Ransomware
• Insider threats

authority of a friend, a notice from

• Weak credentials

your employer, or message from

• Third-party vendors

your bank. Phishing attacks are
the most prevalent attack vector.
When a payer receives a pay by link

• Poor encryption
Source: IBM’s X-Force

request, they’ve no idea if the page
they see is genuine.

Credit rating firm Equifax has
apologised after it mistakenly directed
some customers to an imposter website
via its Twitter page. The firm recently
disclosed a 6data breach affecting
more than 143 million people, and set
up a new website to share information
with customers.

Researchers at IRONSCALES spent the
first six months of 2020 identifying and
analyzing fake login pages. They found:
More than 750,000 fake login pages were
identified
More than 200 of the world’s most
prominent brands were spoofed with fake
login pages

The top 5 brands with the most 8fake
login pages closely mirrors the list of
brands that frequently have the most
active phishing websites. They include
PayPal, Microsoft, Facebook, eBay and
Amazon.

According to 8Security Magazine, “If you Google “fake login
pages” you’re immediately met with a myriad of how-to
guides such as “Fake any website in seconds.” Privacy and
ethical concerns aside, this is demonstrative of the ubiquity
and proliferation of phishing websites, also known as
spoofed websites, and their commonality as a vector for
cyberattacks. These pages mirror official websites to a T—
with logos, formatting and overall design rules—making it
impossible to distinguish from the real thing. That also
translates into them being highly effective in their end goal:
credential theft.

Some

FACTS

While fake login pages aren’t
new, they are increasingly
successful for two reasons:

1.

2.

According to the 92020 Verizon Data Breach
Investigations Report, about 65% of all breaches now
result from hacking and/or email phishing attacks.
When it comes to targeted attacks, 65% of active groups
relied on spear phishing as the primary infection
vector. This is followed by watering hole websites (23%),
trojanised software updates (5%), web server exploits
(2%), and data storage devices (1%).

Messages containing fake
logins can now regularly
bypass technical controls,
such as secure email
gateways (SEGs) and SPAM
filters, without much time,
money or resources
invested by the adversary.

The second reason can be
explained by the
psychological phenomenon
known as inattentional
blindness, which occurs
when an individual fails to
perceive an unexpected
change in plain sight.

Not that any of this is ‘new news’ by any means. The
information security industry has hammered out the
message ‘don’t click on links embedded in emails if
you’re not sure about them’ for over a decade.

This occurs because both
the message and the
sender pass various
authentication protocols
and gateway controls that
look for malicious
payloads or known
signatures that are
frequently absent from
these types of messages.

Inattentional blindness
became an internet
sensation in 2012 when a
video posted asking viewers
how many white shirted
players passed a ball.

Text messages, claiming to be from Royal Mail hit the
national headlines in the late months of 2020.
Consumers were receiving SMS messages out of the
blue and claimed "your Royal Mail parcel is awaiting
delivery Please confirm the settlement of 1.99 (GBP) on
the following link". These messages would link to a
website made to look like the official Royal Mail site.
Action Fraud, the UK’s national reporting centre for
these types of crimes, says that 10between June 2020
and January 2021 it received 2,867 crime reports
mentioning DPD, and that victims reported losing £3.4m
over the same period.
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11Intently

focused on the task
at hand, more than 50% of
the viewers failed to
recognise a woman in a
gorilla suit in the middle of
the picture. Even people with
phishing awareness training
are susceptible to
inattentional blindness.”

For years, security
professionals have battled
with technology evolution to
protect their environment,
only to be circumvented by
the human element whose
natural instinct is to click a
link. After all, that’s what Tim
Berners-Lee intended links to
be used for!
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What’s NEW in
this story is the
attack surface.
In the last twelve months there’s been a marked shift
away from email (as it is often managed and defended
by a corporate) to mobile phones (typically personally
owned devices). Trends towards increased
communications via mobile channels, like SMS
messages and WhatsApp, have added new threats to
users. Mobile phones have become the go-to
computing device for bill payers.
SMS notifications of a parcel that needs excess
shipping to be paid for, advice of package delivery and
even that your National Insurance number has been
compromised are becoming a weekly occurrence.
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DRIVERS for
adopting paying
by link
It begs the question—why would banks choose to legitimize
unsecured links in messages and emails as the primary
instrument used to request payments? There are some obvious
reasons why service providers are considering use of pay by link
to request payments from their audience:

1. Demand for mobile money movements is too high to ignore.
Billers and payers want to request and pay bills via smart
devices. Time pressures to ‘do something’ to provision these
services are forcing financial services providers to act. Digital
teams don’t want to be seen to be laggards in the race to
digitize banking services.

2. Email and SMS are convenient to customers because they
require no sign-up. It’s ubiquitous, making adoption of new
services via these communications constructs a convenient
solution for the user audience; albeit one that ignores the huge
security downside. Consumers rank ease of use as important, if
not more important than security when paying their bills. 1367
percent of corporations report they’d not make improvements to
antifraud measures if they added friction to the consumer bill
payment experience.

3. Simple links are easier to implement.

There are no major

proprietary standards or operating protocols to work around, making it
a solution that conveniently serves the goldrush mindset of app
designers. The evidence suggests it’s a technology short-cut some IT
leaders are prepared to make to bring real-time payment solutions to
market. Some argue this is principally because the biggest risks are
ultimately born by the payer, not the biller or the bank. Every member of
the billing journey kicks the proverbial can downstream until the data
security risk rests with the bill payer.

“When fraud happens, very rarely does it come back
to the business provisioning the service. While Pay by
Link is not a victimless crime, most often the victim is
the consumer, although providers are often unaware
of the impact on brand reputation until a
groundswell of events occur that drive the story into
the national press.”

4. Until now, there hasn’t ‘seen to be’ a practical and sensible
alternative to Pay by Link that doesn’t create more complexity and
risk. The last thing IT leaders want to do is impose antifraud
mechanisms that impact the customer experience. Fortunately,
Request to Pay does serve that purpose to offer a secure in-app data
transport for payments supporting mobile smart devices.
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When did Pay by Link
become
acceptable?

“

One report found those firms that are
breached should expect to lose
customers; 1383 percent of consumers
indicated they would plan to stop
spending with a company for several
months after a breach.

Adoption of pay by link leaves financial services CISOs in an
awkward position. For the moment at least, it would appear
some information security gatekeepers have been caught
sleeping on the job. Customer convenience has trumped
information security common sense, at least in the shortterm. But that decision may ultimately come to haunt firms
should a data security breach occur.
Experienced CISO, Phil Cracknell, wonders
whether the current absence of a ‘security
voice of reason’ on pay by link projects has
more to do with innovation pace. “Digital
teams are pressured to deliver on
commercial priorities. Either, having
consulted infosec decision makers, project
sponsors believe pay by link to be a
justifiable commercial risk, or they’re just
running late tagging their infosec team into
the conversation.”

Phil Cracknell
Former Cabinet Office Cyber
Security Lead

Cracknell argues that Phishing attacks are a priority in
infosec teams, so it’s unlikely that conversation hasn’t
happen if infosec decision makers have been involved. “The
biggest battle CISOs fight daily is the one for hearts and
minds, recognising that humans represent the biggest threat
and the first line of defence for any security posture you’re
trying to build. Awareness is the common subject that has
applied to each of my CISOs roles irrespective of industry
sector. People have been dubbed ‘The Weakest Link’ when it
comes to effective security and with good reason. When
phishing first appeared in 1995 we weren’t to know it would
balloon into the most common attack vector on the Internet.
Well, we know now.”
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Cracknell struggles to see the sense
in decisions by firms to adopt linkbased payment solutions—“For the
populous now to be told clicking on a
link sent in an SMS or WhatsApp is
the way forward is confusing for
three reasons:

1. How are we to explain to the user
community that it is now safe to click
when we have been educating them
to the contrary as huge expense.

2. Where the security assessment of
such a solution was when this idea
was initially proposed?

3. Where/what is the mitigation for
the risk that this solution poses?”
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What is the industry
doing to PROTECT
customers?
Amid such rapid tech evolution, isn’t it at least odd (if not
untenable) that we’re rooted to decades old pre-web
technologies such as SMS and email for payments—with the
accompanying security vulnerabilities we’ve outlined?

The fact is, the demand drivers for mobile
payments have outstripped efforts made by
financial services providers to bring about
credible and robust messaging standards
offering the security posture customers expect.
In consequence, the ‘innovation factories’ of financial
services firms are now under pressure to find quick-win
solutions. Infosec leaders know only too well the risk that a
focus on IT solutioning convenience over robustness, can
sometimes lead to uncomfortable—if not unsustainable—
compromises to security postures.
Fortunately, the payments industry has not stood still
through this period. A new messaging interoperability
standard has emerged that will protect consumer payment
transactions far better than email or SMS, while bringing
even greater levels of convenience. Its name is Request to
Pay.
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Request to Pay—a better
option than pay by link
Finding a long-term solution for mobile
money movements is not an internal data
hygiene issue with little or no bearing on
commercial impact.

The 14latest figures, published in
September 2021, reveal total fraud
losses were up 30% in the first half of
the year, compared with the same
period in 2020.
Neither are concerns over mobile payments
security led by a small minority community of
wizened consumers with nothing better to do
than complain about stuff.

A 15Fiserv survey found millennials
involved in managing bills are the
most likely to have security concerns.
When thinking about payment
security, 64 percent of those ages 18
to 26 are worried about the safety of
paying bills and 49 percent say
they're worried about receiving them.

Request to Pay (‘RtP’) is a digital bill
payment approach that joins up the
communication part of bill payment—
sending/receipt of invoice—with the
payment.

“

The Request to Pay standard
brings secure ‘in-app’
payments communications
between banks and payments
providers and your existing
apps (e.g. shopping, utilities,
entertainment, banking, etc).

It’s a messaging ecosystem that provides
the necessary interconnecting secure
communications required to make secure
payment requests possible. 
Traditional payments require customers to
visit a biller or merchant checkout to initiate
a payment but, with Request to Pay, this
process is decoupled—so that a biller can
initiate a payment request and a customer
can choose where and how they pay.

Answer Pay estimates in the UK that,
with 55% of utility bills paid by Direct
Debit, and the remainder paid by
cards, cash and cheques, the Request
to Pay market could equate to 1,354
million transactions a year.
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Finbarr Joy is a CTO with
over 25 years' experience of leading
Fintech solutions across Technology,
Telecommunications and Gaming
industries. He explains, “Since the
new RtP standard can be embedded
within the apps already being used
for day-to-day interactions then it is
even more convenient than ‘out of
bounds’ interactions through SMS
and email. The standard mandates
mature, proven web-ready
authentication protocols—such as
Oauth—so ‘spoof’ interactions are
not possible, and credential fraud is
avoided.”
After several years of cross-industry
development, Request to Pay is now
available through solutions like the
SaaS platform offering from Answer
Pay. The company’s solution provides
integration between end-user apps
and biller platforms to enable
frictionless payments atop the RtP
standard.
Joy says, “All participants in the
consumer digital value chain need
the support of new, web-ready
technologies to underpin their
payments interactions.”
Contact Answer Pay today to find out
how to support your RtP journey.

“The focus of debate here is not that any
given solution is insecure, but that use of
unsecured links to make payments from
email and SMS messages risks utter
confusion for customers and promotes a
behaviour that should be discouraged.”
Finbarr Joy
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